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The Pakistani people can compel China into taking urgent action behind the scenes to de-
escalate this crisis by publicly calling upon it to do so, which would also create the optics of
their country’s US-backed fascist post-modern coup regime literally shooting at Chinese-
friendly peaceful  protesters,  thus forcing China to get diplomatically involved if  it  isn’t
already.

The fascist authorities who were installed in Pakistan following last April’s US-orchestrated
but superficially “democratic” post-modern coup against former Prime Minister Imran Khan
risk replicating the East Pakistan tragedy if they don’t immediately stop shooting at their
own people. The ousted leader’s supporters are rallying around his residence to prevent the
local police from serving him an arrest warrant on a trumped-up graft charge that was
concocted against him as “lawfare”.

Instead of reconsidering the wisdom of clashing with unarmed and purely peaceful civilians,
the fascist authorities ordered their goons to assault them all with tear gas, rubber bullets,
and reportedly even live ammunition that was shot into the air according to some accounts.
This de facto declaration of war by the fascist post-modern coup regime on its own people
could dangerously place the country’s political-security trajectory on the irreversible path
towards civil war.

Former Prime Minister Khan warned as much in a tweet on Wednesday that he shared
alongside a photo of himself sitting down in front of a pile of tear gas canisters that were
shot at his home the other day. He wrote that

“My house has been under heavy attack since yesterday afternoon. Latest attack by
Rangers, pitting the largest pol party against the army. This is what PDM and the
enemies of Pakistan want. No lessons learnt from the East Pakistan tragedy.”
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My house has been under  heavy attack since yesterday afternoon.  Latest
attack by Rangers, pitting the largest pol party against the army. This is what
PDM and the  enemies  of  Pakistan  want.  No  lessons  learnt  from the  East
Pakistan tragedy. pic.twitter.com/SBcrCcYEo5

— Imran Khan (@ImranKhanPTI) March 15, 2023

The military-intelligence establishment must urgently rescind their de facto declaration of
war on the Pakistani people, do whatever’s required behind the scenes to have the fascist
post-modern coup’s leading figures resign as the first  step towards national  reconciliation,
and then hold early elections. It’s only through this three-step process that the worst-case
scenario of replicating the East Pakistan tragedy can potentially be avoided since anything
less than that makes this more likely by the hour.

One  of  the  most  populous  countries  in  the  world  is  being  pushed  towards  civil  conflict  by
those conspirators who illegally usurped power with the US’ help last April and subsequently
crashed the economy. This factual framing of Pakistan’s latest political-security dynamics
proves that  the increasingly violent  clashes provoked by the fascist  post-modern coup
regime against its own people could lead to a global crisis in the event that they soon spiral
even further out of control.

If the military-intelligence establishment continues waging war on the Pakistani people, then
their victims should consider publicly calling on their iron brothers in China to urgently rein
them in as a last resort to avert the worst-case scenario that former Prime Minister Khan just
warned about. China’s diplomatic miracle in brokering the Iranian–Saudi rapprochement last
week proves that it has the political capabilities to peacefully resolve the Pakistani Crisis if
the people request for it to do so.

After all, the People’s Republic also stands to geostrategically lose if that neighboring nation
descends into civil war. The China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC), which is the flagship
project of Beijing’s Belt & Road Initiative (BRI) that’s aimed at creating a Community of
Common Destiny for Mankind, would practically become inoperable should that happen. Not
only could that block off China’s shortcut to the Indian Ocean, but it would deal an immense
blow to its soft power and BRI’s reputation as well.

Without  intending  to  come  off  as  “conspiratorial”,  observers  can’t  preclude  the  possibility
that the fascist post-modern coup regime’s US backers encouraged them to provoke a civil
war partially for the purpose of advancing America’s anti-Chinese “containment” strategy
via unconventional means. At the very least, its military-intelligence establishment wouldn’t
so publicly violate its people’s human rights and possibly even countenance war crimes
against them without the US’ advance approval.

This means that the latest escalation of the nearly year-long Pakistani Crisis is connected to
the US just like its origin is, thus extending credence to the preceding concerns that the
events which Washington set into motion last April are actually part of its larger Hybrid War
on China. This South Asian state was knocked out of the geostrategic game at the most
sensitive moment in the global systemic transition shortly after this process accelerated
following the start of Russia’s special operation.

That  outcome  hasn’t  just  proven  disastrous  for  the  Pakistani  people  who’ve  suffered  as  a
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result  of  the  crippling  economic  crisis  that  followed,  but  it  also  unexpectedly  offset  a  key
pillar  of  China’s  grand strategy related to its  reliance on CPEC as a non-US-controlled
shortcut  to  the  Indian Ocean.  Furthermore,  both  the  political  and especially  economic
dimensions of the US-provoked Pakistani Crisis also raised serious doubts about CPEC’s
future as well as that of BRI more broadly.

Nobody can therefore deny that the US’ regime change in Pakistan last year had very
serious consequences for China that are becoming worse by the hour as that country’s
fascist post-modern regime risks pushing it into civil war after de facto declaring war on its
own people. China might already be working behind the scenes to try and de-escalate the
latest and thus far most dangerous phase of this nearly year-long crisis on its borders, but it
would still help a lot if Pakistanis publicly requested this.

That’s because this could compel China into taking urgent action behind close doors if it
hasn’t already done so, not to mention creating the optics of Pakistan’s US-backed fascist
post-modern coup regime literally shooting at Chinese-friendly peaceful protesters, which
would  force  China  to  get  involved.  No  other  party  apart  from the  US  has  the  influence  to
peacefully resolve this  crisis,  and seeing as how Washington’s interests are perversely
advanced by exacerbating it, the onus thus falls on Beijing.

Practically speaking, China has a credible chance of brokering peace and thus averting
another Pakistani Civil War, but this best-case scenario can only happen if the fascist post-
modern coup regime has the political will to save their country from this US-engineered
collapse. If they do, then China can simply propose the previously suggested three-step
peace  plan  related  to  immediately  ceasing  fire  against  unarmed  peaceful  protesters,
creating  a  caretake  government,  and  holding  early  elections.

The fascist post-modern coup regime might agree to this in exchange for a Chinese bailout
that could replace the IMF’s continually delayed one that’s full of strings and has thus far
been withheld by that body’s US leader for the purpose of keeping its proxies in check in
case they consider “defecting”. That last-mentioned observation is precisely what China
would be tempting them to do, basically “defect” from the US in exchange for much-needed
aid and thus averting the seemingly impending civil war.

The latest and thus far most dangerous phase of the nearly year-long Pakistani Crisis is rife
with  unpredictability  since  everything  is  moving  so  rapidly  right  now  so  it’s  difficult  to
predict what might come next. In any case, it would greatly help the cause of peace and
preventing a replication of the East Pakistani tragedy that former Prime Minister Khan just
warned about if his unarmed peaceful protesters publicly called on China to diplomatically
intervene and prevent this from becoming a global crisis.

*
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